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2014-2015 Maple Program 

Major Features 3=~~~ 
Supervision by Faculty Members Specializing in 
Japanese Language and Culture 
The Maple Program is designed to offer students opportunities to study 
Japanese language, history, society and political affairs in a comprehensive 
manner. All educational programs are provided by faculty members 
specializing in contrastive linguistics, comparative thinking, comparative 
culture or other comparative studies. 
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Seminars Held in Collaboration with Japanese 
Students 
The Maple Program places priority on promoting communication with 
Japanese students. In some seminars, international students collaborate with 
Japanese students under the supervision of professors. 
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Unparalleled Selection of Electives 
ln Japanese Language Subjects, students can choose appropriate study levels 

according to their Japanese language proficiency level (equivalent to or higher 
than Level N4 (pre .. 20 l 0 Level 3)). The number of electives available in the 
Maple Program is unparalleled, so students can choose the most appropriate 
one from a wide variety of offerings. 
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Program Curriculum Geared for Entrance to 
Graduate Schools 
The Maple Program curriculum is designed to raise students' abilities to the 
level required for entrance to graduate schools. part icularly the Graduate 
School of Language and Culture in Osaka University. The Graduate School 
features a special course (Japanese Studies for International Students), which is 
the only cultural science course to have a quota for international students 
financed by Japanese government scholarships. Accordingly, Research Subjects 
in Japanese Studies classes are designed to cultivate students' scholastic 
abilities necessary for entrance into this course. 
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We're All Studying Together in the Maple Program 
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"I just love the Osaka dialect." 
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At first, J was worried about IMng In Japan because Its culture Is different from that 
of Llthuanla or England. But. now. rm enjoying everyday here. especially language. 
Up tlll now. I knew only standard Japanese. However. I find how people speak In 
Osaka in their Osaka dialect really Interesting. 
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'Various lecture courses about Japan are available." 
~1:1lB*l<:?~'<O)!IMtJlll!~trr~'1'9. 

The Maple Program provides you with lots of courses, from among which you can 
choose the ones you want to study. Teachers speclaliung In different fields teach 
classes covering a broad range of topics. I also slUdled methods of teaching French 
as a foreign language In France. Through classes here. I am comparing teaching 
methods In Japan and France. 
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"I want to search Japan through its language." 
B*C1>Ub'6X1~DLt.:~'. 

An attractive feature of the Maple Program iS that you can choose the subjects you want 
to Stlldy yourselves. For example. I learned a lot from the "Simultaneous lnte<preting· 
class. And. In the 0 Voe<1bulary" class. I studied "onomatopoeia" unique to Japanese for 
expressing feeling or mO\'l?OlCn~ such as "dokl-Ookl" (pltter patter or the sound of your 
heart beaUng) and °Waku-waku" (to be excited or thrilled about something). 
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Zvereva, Anna 
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"Japan is a mixture of the modern and the traditional." 
B* li!lffi::i!i\, 'fiillW.::. ·y?fi.L n '1'9 . 

rm studying Japanese culture. Before I came to Japan, I thought that the Japanese 
looked after their traditions and customs ln their daily lives. However. when you 
stan to actually live here. you find that old tradltlons are mixed Into modem·day life. 
I find that really interesting. 
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Frey, Joey 
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Sweden 
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University of Gothenbung 
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"Osaka is ideally situated to visit Kyoto and Nara." 
Afilill!IZ~B!~l>\'Q-¥>9~ 'i*l<:<l5•J1:9. 

When I first thought about going abroad lo study in Japan. I considered going to 
Tokyo. However. I decided on Osaka since I thought there'd be too many people In 
Tokyo. I want to learn more about Shinto and other religions. Since coming to Japan. 
I've been to Kobe. From Osaka. It's easy to visit Kyoto. Nara and other places. 
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lntarak, Chadin 
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Silpakorn University 
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"You can try out various subjects, which makes learning easier." 
llitl..l<:!j!~l§l~<l5?'t'. ~'C.F-¥>9~'<'9. 

The Maple Program provides you with subjects in a wide range of 6elds such as 
lingulslics. culture. language. and tradition. which you are free to choose from. 
There arc also subjects you can uy out for just one month. which overall makes this 
a very easy to learn curriculum. 
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